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Developing a physics-based model of the L-H transition is 
critical for confidently extrapolating the auxiliary heating 
requirements for ITER from the existing empirical L-H 
transition power threshold scaling. For the first time, it is 
shown here that the initial (transient) turbulence collapse 
preceding the L-H transition is caused by turbulence-generated 
poloidal ion flow and E×B flow opposing the equilibrium 
(L-mode) edge plasma E×B flow. The resulting edge transport 
reduction subsequently results in a periodic increase of the edge 
pressure gradient ∇Pi , enhancing the diamagnetic (negative) 
component of the edge electric field and E×B profile shear, and 
eventually sustaining turbulence suppression and H-mode 
confinement. 

Evidence from several recent experiments has pointed 
towards a synergistic role of turbulence-driven flows [Zonal 
Flows (ZFs)] and pressure-gradient-driven flows in the trigger 
and evolution of the L-H transition. Near power threshold, the 
transition dynamics is substantially expanded/slowed via limit 
cycle oscillations (LCO) [1,2], between the turbulence level 
and the fluid E×B velocity, allowing profile and flow 
measurements with unprecedented spatial and temporal 
resolution. Figure 1(a-c) shows the time evolution of the 
density fluctuation level ñ and the total E×B velocity as 
measured by Doppler backscattering (DBS), as well as the vi×B 
component of the E×B velocity, calculated from the main ion 
momentum balance equation 

€ 

vE×B = −1/(ZieniB)∂niTi /∂r  

€ 

+(vi × B) /B  (where Zi, ni, Ti, and vi are the main ion charge 
number, density, temperature and fluid velocity) by subtracting 
the pressure gradient term from the total E×B velocity. ∇Pi  is 
approximated using the electron density from profile 
reflectometry (as Zeff~1.6 and niC<<ni) and CER carbon ion 
temperature (assuming TiC~Ti). Fluctuation suppression is first 
observed at t=t0 during a positive peak of the vi×B term. A local 
E×B flow reversal is also observed at this time [Fig. 1(d)], 
leading to concomitant large positive and negative shearing 
rates within a narrow (1 cm) radial region, characteristic of ZF. 
We show here that the observed positive flow transients are 
consistent with turbulence-driven poloidal ion flow and E×B 
flow, and inconsistent with turbulence suppression via 
diamagnetic (profile) shear in the early LCO phase. 

The cross-correlation coefficient of ñ and the main  ion 
viθ (via main ion CER) was measured in a helium plasma with dominant ECH. 

Fig. 1. Time evolution of (a) 
density fluctuation level; (b) 
E×B velocity; (c) main ion 
v×B contribution to the 
E×B velocity; (d) shearing 
rate ωExB at two radii inside 
the LCFS. Time of initial 
turbulence suppression is 
indicated by a blue bar. Rs is 
the LCFS radius. 
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Figure 2(a) shows that viθ lags ñ after the L-mode-LCO transition and is nearly in phase 
with vExB. Both results are consistent with turbulence-driven poloidal flow/ZF according to 
Eqns (2,4) below. No corresponding correlation of ñ, vExB with the toroidal ion flow is found 
in the early LCO. Figure 2(b) shows that the total E×B shearing rate leads 

€ 

−∇Pi  early in the 
LCO, establishing clearly that the E×B shear modulation early in the LCO is not caused by 

€ 

−∇Pi  changes. Later in the LCO closer to the final H-mode transition (tH= t0+18 ms), 

€ 

−∇Pi  
increases periodically generating strong negative E×B flow [Fig. 2(c,d), blue bar]. ωE×B then 
lags 

€ 

−∇Pi . The data suggest that later in the LCO phase, the turbulence growth rate (and 

€ 

˜ n ) 
increase due to the increasing 

€ 

−∇Pi  within each cycle, in turn driving radial transport and 
reducing 

€ 

−∇Pi . The turbulence then collapses due to depletion of turbulence energy [2] as 
(positive) ZF/poloidal ion flow is driven. Reduced radial transport then allows 

€ 

−∇Pi  to rise 
again, transiently maintaining fluctuation suppression via profile shear. Figure 2(e) shows 
0-D modeling results of the L-LCO-H-mode transition, using the predator-prey equations 
(3,4) for the evolution of ñ and vZF, along with equations describing diamagnetic flow 

€ 

v∇p  
and poloidal ion flow evolution. In contrast to earlier work [3,4], opposite polarity of ∇Pi –
driven and fluctuation-driven E×B/poloidal ion flow is retained here: 
(1) 

€ 

∂ñ /∂t = γñ − c1vZFñ − c2v∇p − c3ñ
2, (2) 

€ 

∂vZF /∂t = c4ñ
2vZF − γDvZF ; (3) 

€ 

−∂v∇p /∂t = 

€ 

Q+ c5ñ2v∇p + c6v∇p, and (4) 

€ 

∂viθ /∂t = c7ñ
2 − c8viθ − c9v∇p . Q is the (slowly increasing) 

radial heat flux driving the system, and the constants/functions c1..3, c4ñ2, γD, c5ñ2, c6, c7ñ2, c8, 
c9 describe, in order, shearing via turbulence-driven and diamagnetic flow shear, the 
nonlinear turbulence saturation rate, the Reynolds stress radial gradient and ZF damping rate, 
the turbulent and neoclassical radial diffusion rates, poloidal flow drive via the Reynolds 
stress, and neoclassical poloidal flow damping and gradient drive [4]. Toroidal flow is not 
included here. Figure 2(e) illustrates that (i) the initial turbulence quench occurs during a 
positive viθ and vExB transient (the latter is observed also in “regular” fast L-H transitions); (ii) 
the driven ion poloidal flow (blue) opposes -

€ 

v∇p ; (iii) positive viθ (green-blue) and vExB (red) 
excursions lag ñ  (predator-prey relationship) in the LCO as observed experimentally; and 
(iv) the LCO decreases in frequency (and eventually ceases) due to increasing profile shear 
(

€ 

−∇vDia , olive), securing the 
final transition to H-mode. The 
results reported provide direct 
evidence of turbulence-driven 
ZF/main ion flow triggering the 
LCO, and preceding the transition 
to H-mode confinement. The 
results also explain the direction 
of the ñ, vExB limit cycle observed 
in the outboard shear layer in 
DIII-D [1] and recently in JFT-
2M [5]. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Correlation coefficient of 

€ 

˜ n  and vExB with 
viθ; (b) correlation of -∇Pi with ωE×B; (c) density gradient and 
helium II line divertor emission; (d) evolution of 

€ 

˜ n  and vExB; 
(e) 0-D fluid modeling results as described. 


